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CHAPTER I 

INCIDENCE AND ORDER PROPERTIES 

Euclidean geometry was accepted as the only possible 

geometry for about two thousand years. However, in the nine-

teenth century, mathematicians began to develop other types 

of geometries. The first of these non-Euclidean geometries 

was called hyperbolic geometry and was developed by Nikoli 

Lobachevsky and Janos Bolyai, They changed only Euclid's 

axiom of parallel lines such that in hyperbolic geometry there 

is an infinite number of lines through a given point parallel 

to a given line. 

Later Bernhard Riemann presented the new concept of 

something being unbounded but finite. He introduced this 

idea in spherical geometry in which a line is finite but 

endless. Riemann adopted the axiom that two points may de-

termine more than one line. Also in spherical geometry, two 

lines intersect in more than one point. 

Felix Klein made a few changes in spherical geometry and 

developed elliptic geometry. In elliptic geometry a line is 

endless and finite in length, but as in Euclidean geometry two 

points determine one and only one line. The other basic dif-
,* . 

ference is that two lines intersect in exactly one point. 

Part of this development of elliptic geometry was sug-

gested by H. S. H. Coxeter's work entitled Non-Euclidean 
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Geometry. In the study of elliptic geometry, the axioms of 

order and incidence are the same as those for projective ge-

ometry. 'Therefore the principle of duality will be true. 

This means that every definition remains significant and every 

axiom remains true if the words point and line are interchanged. 

Since this is the study of plane elliptic geometry, the un-

defined terms are point, line, separate, and congruent. 

Definition 1.01. A set of points is collinear if .there 

exists a line that contains each point of the set. The line 

that contains the points A and B is denoted by line AB. 

Axioms of Incidence 

Axiom 1. Every line is a point set containing more than 

two points. 

Axiom 2. If A and B are two points, there exists one and 

only one line which contains them. 

Axiom 3. If 1 and m are two lines, they intersect in at 

least one point. 

Axiom 4. There exist three points such that no line 

contains them. 

Axiom 5. If A, B, C, D, E, and F are six points such 

that AD, BE, and CF intersect in a point, then the points of 

intersection of lines AB and DE, lines BC and EF, and lines 

AC and DF are collinear. 

Axiom 6. If A, B, C, D, E, and F are six points such 

that the intersection of lines AB and DE, lines BC and EF, 

and lines AC and DF are collinear, then the lines AD, BE, and 

CF intersect in a point. 



Theorem 1.01. If 1 and m are two lines, they intersect 

in only one point. 

Proof. Assume that 1 and m intersect in two points A 

and B. By axiom 2, there is only one line which contains A* 

and B. Therefore 1 and m are the same line which contradicts 

the hypothesis. Therefore 1 and m intersect in only one 

point. 

Definition 1.02. ABltCD means that A and B separate C and 

D. . 

Definition 1.03. ABCD=A'B*C'D' is read A, B, C, and D 

are perspective through 0 to A1, B', C', and D'. This means 

that A, B, G, and D are collinear; 0 is a point; and 1* is a 

line such that AO intersects 1' at A', BO intersects 1' at B', 

CO intersects 1* at C*, and DO intersects 1* at D1. 

Axioms of Separation 

Axiom 7. If A, B, and C are three collinear points, 

there is at least one point D such that ABIICD. 

Axiom 8. If ABIICD, then A, B, C, and D are four collin-

ear points. 

Axiom 9. If ABltCD, then ABIIDC. 

. Axiom 10. If A, B, C, and D are four collinear points, 

then either ABIICD, ACllBD, or ADIIBC. 

Axiom 11. If ABIICD and ADI1BX, then ABIICX. 

Axiom 12. If ABIICD and ABCD=A' B' C' D* * then A'B'IIC'D'. 
nun mi" IIJ o.ii. mi inmi. inn A 

Theorem 1.02. If ABIICD, then CDIIAB. 



Proof. Since AB/ICD, then A, B, C, and D are collinear. 

By axiom 4, there is a point B' not on line AB. There is a 

\ d ' 

B* X \ * 

B 

Fig. 1--Symmetric property of separation 

third point 0 on line BB1. Since any two lines intersect, 

line 0G intersects AB1 at a point C* and OD intersects line 

AB1 at a point D1. ABllCD and ABCD=AB'CD1, so ABMlClD' by 

axiom 12. Line BD' intersects line OC at a point E. Since • 
R D' 

AB'll C* D* and AB' C'D'^COC'E, thenCOHC'E. COC'E= CDAB, so 

CD/IAB. 

Theorem 1.03. If ABUCD, then it is not time that ACIJBD 

or ADIIBG. 

Proof. Assume that AJD/IBC. Since ABllCD and AD/IBC, then 

by axiom 11, ABIICC. By axiom 8, A, B, C, and C must be four 

distinct points. Since, this is not true, the assumption is 

false. 



' Assume t h a t ACilDB. Since ACllDB and ABnCD, then by axiom 

11, ACUDD. By the previous arguement, t h i s assumption i s a l so 

f a l . ' e . 

Vheorem 1 .04 . If ACllBD and ADIlCE, then ADllBE, ACIIBE, 

and BD/lG.̂ . 

Proof , Since ADIlCE and ACIiBD, then ADllEC, ACl|DB, and by 

axiom 11, ADIî B. If ADllEB, then ADllBE. Since ACIIBD and 

ADIlCE, then by axiom 11, ACIIBE. ACHBD and ADllBE, so DBUCA 

and DAIIBE. Then b / axiom 11, DBIICE. Therefore BDiiCE. 

Theorem 1 .05 . If ACllBD, ACIIBE, and Dĵ E; then e i t h e r 

BDf'CE or BEIlCD. 

Proof . By axiom 8, A, C, B, and D a r e d i s t i n c t and 

c o l l i n e a r ; and A, C, B, and E a r e d i s t i n c t and c o l l i n e a r . 

Therefore B, C, D, and E a re four c o l l i n e a r p o i n t s ; arid by 

axiom 1 0 , BCUDE, BDUCE, or BEIlCD. 

Assume t h a t BCHDE. Since ACilBE, then BEllCA. BCllDE 

and BEllCA, so by axiom 11, BCHDA. Therefore ADIIBC which i s 

a c o n t r a d i c t i o n to the f a c t t h a t ACii.BD by theorem 1 .03 . As 

a r e s u l t , e i t h e r BD'iCE or BEIlCD. 

Theorem 1 .06 . If ACllBD, ACHBE, and Dĵ E; then e i t h e r 
' 9 

CD//AE or CEHAD. 

Proof . From the proof of theorem 1.05, C, D, A, and E 

a r e four c o l l i n e a r p o i n t s . By axiom 10, e i t h e r CD"AE, CAUDE, 

or CEilDA. Assume CEIIDA. Since ACI'DE and ACllDB, by theorem 

1.05, DE//CB or DBUCE. Assume t h a t DEIlCB. If ACllDB and DEuCB, 

then BCHED, BDUCA, and by axiom.11, BCnEA. Therefore AEUCB , 



which c o n t r a d i c t s t he f a c t t h a t ACUBE by theorem 1 .03 . Assume 

t h a t DBI|CE. If DBI\CE and ACUBE, then ECllDB, EBIlCA, and by-

axiom 11, ECUDA. There fore CEliAD, which c o n t r a d i c t s t h e f a c t 

t h a t CAllDE by theorem 1 .03 . Then e i t h e r CDUAE or CEUAD. 

D e f i n i t i o n 1 .04 . A ^ A - j . . .An means t h a t i f l6i<Jc<3<iiifn, 

then AiA:j||AkAm. 

Theorem 1 .07 . If A1 , A2 , A 3 , . . . A n a r e f i v e o r more c o l -

l i n e a r p o i n t s , t h e r e a r e n c o l l i n e a r p o i n t s B^» B2 , 

such t h a t B1B2B3 . . .B ? 1 and each p o i n t of t h e f i r s t n i s a p o i n t 

of t h e second n . 

P roof . Assume t h e r e a r e f i v e c o l l i n e a r p o i n t s A^, A^, 

A. , A^, and A^. Since A^, A2 , A3, and A^ a r e c o l l i n e a r , 

e i t h e r A^A^IA^A^, A|A3llA2A4, o r AjA^llA2A3» Let P, Q, and R 

be t h r e e p o i n t s such t h a t one of t h e fo l lowing i s t r u e : 

(1) P=A2, Q=A3, ft=A^; (2) P=A3, Q=A2, R=A^; o r (3) ,P=A^, 

Q=A2, R?=A3. Then AxPilQR. Since Ax , P, Q, and A5 a r e f o u r 

c o l l i n e a r p o i n t s , then e i t h e r A^PHQA ,̂ A^QIIPA^, or A^A^IIPQ. 

Assume t h a t A1PilQA5. Since A^PiiQA^ and AjPHQR, e i t h e r 

QA^UPR Of QRHPA .̂ Assume t h a t QA^UPR. Since QA^HPR and 

AjPHQR, then RP»A5Q, RQUPAj, and by axiom 11, R P H A ^ . Since 

RPHA^A^ and QA^\PR» then P R U A ^ , PRHA^Q, and by theorem 1.05, 

e i t h e r A^ll.RQ or A5QHRA1. Assume t h a t A5QIIRA1. Since 

A^PIIQR and A^QllRA^, then RQUPAj, RAjUQA^, and by axiom 11, 

RQIIPA5. The re fo re QRIlA5P, which c o n t r a d i c t s t h e f a c t t h a t 

QA^IIPR. There fo re A^A-jURQ. Since A^PllQA^, A^PliQR, A^A^IIQR, 

A.̂ A.̂ 11 PR, and QA^IPR, then, by d e f i n i t i o n , A^QPA^R. This means 
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t h a t e i t h e r A^A^A^A^A^, A^^AgA^A^, o r ^1^2^4^5^3* Assume 

t h a t QRUPA .̂ Since A^P||QA^ and QRllPA^* then A^QIIA^P, A^PllQR, 

and by axiom 11, A^QIIA-̂ R. Since A^PliQA^ and A^QDAjR, then 

QAtjllA-^P, QA ÎIA-̂ R, and by theorem 1 .05 , e i t h e r A^PIIA^R or 

A^RUA^P. Assume t h a t A^FliA^R. Since A^P/iA^R and A^RliQA^, 

then RA^UPA^, RA-̂ HA^Q, and by axiom 11, RA^UPQ. The re fo re 

QPllRA ,̂ which c o n t r a d i c t s t h e f a c t that-QRl/PA^. Then A^RUA^P. 

Since A^PllQR, A^PHQA^, AjRUQA^j A^RHPA^, and QRllPA^; then 

A^QPRA^. This means t h a t e i t h e r A^A^A^A^A^j A2A2A^A^A^, or 

A^A2A4A3A5« 

Assume t h a t A^QllPA^. By axiom 11, s i n c e A^QI/A^P and 

A^PilQR, then A^QllA^R. Since A^QHA^P and A^QHA^R, then e i t h e r 

A^PliQR o r A^RHQP by theorem 1 .05 . Assume t h a t A^RHQP. Since 

A^RIIQP and A^PHQR, then QPUA^R, QRHPA ,̂ and by axiom 11, 

QPHA^Aj. This imp l i e s t h a t A^A ÎIQP, which c o n t r a d i c t s t h e 

f a c t t h a t A^QI\A^P by theorem 1 .03 . The re fo re A^PliQR. Since 

AjQIIA^R and A^PliQR, t h e n RA^UA^Q, RQI1A5P, and by axiom 11, 

RA^IIA^P. T h e r e f o r e by d e f i n i t i o n , s i n c e AjQl\A^P, A^QllA^Rj 

A-^Pl^R, A-̂ PUQR, and A^PuQR; then A^A^QPR. This means e i t h e r 

A1 AgA^A^A^ , A^ A^A£A^A^, o r A-^A^A^A^A .̂ 
% 

Assume t h a t A^A^uPQ. Since A-̂ A îlPQ and A^PIIQR, then 

PQIIA^A^, PAjHQR, and PQIIA^R by axiom 11. Since A^A^KQR and 

PQllA^Rj then QPliA^A^, QPllA^R, and by theorem 1 .05 , e i t h e r 

AejAjMPR o r A^RIIPA^. Assume t h a t A^A^IPR. Since A^A^UPR. and 

A^PllQR, then PRHA^A^, PAjllRQ, and by axiom 11, PRilA^Q. This' 

imp l i e s t h a t QA^'IPR,which c o n t r a d i c t s t h e f a c t t h a t QPliA^R. • 
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Therefore A^RHPAj, which implies that A^PfiA^R. Since A^A^HQP 

and A^PHA^R, then A-̂ Â IIQR by axiom 11. By definition, since 

AJA^IIQP, A1A5I|QR, AJPIIQR, A1PIIA5R, and QPllA5R; then A^QA^PR. 

This means that either AjA3A2A2A^, Aj^A^A^A^, or A1A2A5A4A.J. 

Assume that for any k collinear points, A^, A^> Ag,.. • Ak, 

there are k points, Bj, B2» B3»•••B^, such that B^B2Bg...Bk, 

and each point of the second k is a point of the first k. 

Assume there are k+1 collinear points, P^, P2, P 3 > • • • • 

Let B be one of them. The other k points can be named 

A^, A2» A^J.^.A^ such that 9 Then not considering 

the poxnt , either A^A^A^. • . A^B, SA^AA^«. . A^, or 

A2ASA^.. .A^BA£+J «• .A^. Xf A2AgA^.. .A^BA^^-^ • • *Aj£> then by 

theorem 1.04, 'Aj^A^. • •Aj_BA^+j • • .Ak. Since this is actually 

a circular arrangement of points, then k^k^k^. • 'A^B is the 

same as , .k-̂ . If ^k^k^^* • then either A^Bl^A^, 

A^A2l|BAg > or A*̂ Â iÎ A*̂  • Assume that A^ B||A2A^• Sinee A^A^tJA2A^ 

and A^B/lA2A2s then A^A^IIA^A^ A^A^lAjB, and by axiom 11, 

A^AjjiA^B. Since A^A^IlA^B and BAgliA2A^, then BA^||A2A^, BA^\|A2A25 

and by axiom 11, Bk̂ \i k^k-^, Then Aj^U BA^, which contradicts 

the fact that A^Bi^Ag. Therefore either A^A^I^B or A^A2UA^B. 

Xf Â Agll A2B, then A^A^llBA^, so BA^A2A^.. »A^. Xf k̂ k̂ ll A^B, 

then A^A^IBAg, so A^BA2Ag.. .Ak'. Therefore any number of 

points may be ordered in this fashion. 

Definition 1.05. If A, B, and C are three collinear 

points, the segment AB/C is the set of points X for which 

ABUCX. 



Theorem 1.08. If ABIICD,. then the line AB is equal to 

{A,B] U AB/C U AB/D. 

Proof. Since ABIICD, D is in segment AB/C. By axiom 9, 

ABIIDC, so C is in, segment AB/D. Assume that E is a fifth 

point on line AB. From theorem 1.07, one of the following 

is true; ACBED, ACBDE, AECBD, or ACEBD. If ACBED, then by 

definition, ABitCE. Therefore E is in AB/C. If ACBDE, then 

by definition, ABilCE. Therefore E is in AB/C. If AECBD, 

then by. definition, ABUED. This implies that ABUDE, so E 

is in AB/D. If ACEBD, then by definition, ABUED and E is in 

AB/D. Therefore E is in at least one of the segments. 

Assume that E is in both segments. By the definition of 

a segment, ABIIDE and ABIlCE. Since ABl/EC and ABiJED, then by 

theorem 1.06, either BCllAD or BDIIAC. Assume that BCIIAD. 

This implies that ADIIBC, which contradicts the fact that ABUCD. 

Assume that BDliAC. This implies that ACllBD which contradicts 

the fact that ABIICD. Therefore every point of line AB except 

A and B is in either AB/C or AB/D but not both. 

Definition 1.06. The segment AB/Cu /a,b} is called an 

interval and is denoted by AB/C. 

Definition 1.07. If X and Y belong to AB/C, the interval 

XY/C is said to be interior to AB/C, and a point D lies 

between X and Y in AB/C if it belongs to XY/C. 

Definition 1.08. If 1 is a line, P is.a point of 1, 

1' = 1-{p3, ,and Â,B,c] are points of 1* ; then B is between A 
and C in 1' means that B is in A C / P . 
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Theorem 1.09. If 1 is a line, P is a point of 1, and 

l'=l-fpj , and M and N are points of l1, then there is a point 

0 such that N is between M and 0 in 1'. 

Proof. Since N, P, and M are collinear points, then by 

axiom 7, there is a point O such that NPi!M0. This implies 

that MOliPN, By definition, N is in MO/P. Therefore N is 

between M and 0 in 1". 

Theorem 1.10. If 1 is a line, P is a point of 1, l' = l- (pj , 

and N is between M and 0 in 1"; then 0 is not between M and N 

in I' . 

Proof. Since N is between M and 0 in I', then by defi-

nition, N is in MO/P and MOtlPN. Assume that 0 is between M 

and N in 1*. By definition, 0 is in MN/P and MNIIPO. This 

implies that MNIIOP, which contradicts the fact that MOHPN. 

Therefore 0 is not between M and N in 1', 

Theorem 1.11. If I is a line, P is a point of I, l' = l- (p̂  , 

and M, N, and 0 are three distinct points of 1*; then one point 

is between the other two. 

Proof. Since M, N, 0, and P are points of 1, then one 

of the following is true; MOIINP, MPIIJ?0, or MNIIOP. Assume 

that MNIIOP,> Then MNIIPO and by definition, 0 is a point of 

MN/P. Then 0 is between M and N in I1. Assume MOIINP. By a 

similar argument, N is between M and 0 in l1. Assume MPllNO. 

Then M is between N and 0 in 1'. 

Theorem 1.12. If I is a line, P is a point of 1, l'=l- fpj , 

and N is between M and 0 in 1'; then N is between 0 and M in]L1. 
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Proof. Since N is between M and 0 in 1', then N is in 

MO/P. Therefore by definition, MOIIPN; This implies that 

OMIIPN. By definition, N is in OM/P. Therefore N is between 

0 and M in 11. 

Theorem 1.13. If 1 is a line, and n is a positive inte-

ger; then there are at least n+1 points of 1. 

Proof. By axiom 1, there are at least points A-̂  A^» and 

on line 1. Then by axiom 7, there is a point A^ such that 

A^A3llA2A^. Since A-̂ , A^, and A£ are points of 1; there 

exists a point of A^ of 1 such that A^A^J^A^. Then by 

theorem 1.07, Aj^A^A^A^. 

Assimie there are k points of 1. By theorem 1.07, they 

can be named such that A-j^Ag.. .A^. Since Aj, A^, and A^-^ 

are three points of 1; there exists a point A ^ ^ such that 

AjAjjjAj^Aj^j . Therefore by theorem 1.04, Aj^A.g.. .A^A^^ . 

Then Ajc+i is not one of the k points, so there are k+1 points 

of 1. 

Definition 1.09. H(AB,CD) is read D is the harmonic 

conjugate of C with respect to A and B. This means that there 

exist four points I, J, K, and L such that IJ and KL inter-

sect at A, IK and JL intersect at B, and the lines IL and JK 

intersect line AB at C and D respectively. 

Theorem 1.14. If H(AB,CD), then ABilCD. 

Proof. By definition, there exist four points I, J, K, 

and L such that .13 and KL intersect at A, IK and JL intersect 

at B, and lines IL and JK intersect line AB at points C and 
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D r e s p e c t i v e l y . Since A, L, and K aire c o l l i n e a r , there 

e x i s t s a point S such that ALIIKS. Line JS w i l l i n t e r s e c t 

Fig . 2 - -Re la t ion between harmonic s e t s and separat ion 

l i n e AB at a point X and l i n e IL at a point 0 . Line OK i n t e r -

s e c t s AB at a point Y and AJ at a point P. ALSK=ABXD, so 
A ,O, ,KA AB//XD. ALSK=AIJP, so AIHJP. ALSK=ACXY, so ACIIXY. AIJP=ABDY, 

A * i A 0 A 

so ABUDY. Since ABHXD and ABllYD, then BA||DX, BAllDY, and by 

theorem 1 .05 , e i t h e r DX/lAY or DYIIAX". Assvime that DXIIAY. 

Since DXHAY and ACHXY, then YAUDX, YXllAC, and by axiom 11, 

YA/|DC. Since ABU YD and YAIIDC, then YDllBA, YAiiDC, and by 

theorem 1 .04 , BAIIDC. Therefore ABllCD.' Assume that DYUAX. 

Since DYHAX and ACIIXY, then XAUDY, XYIIAC, and by axiom 11, 

XAUDC. Since XDllBA and XAIIDC, then by theorem 1 .04 , BAllDC. 

Therefore AB//CD. 
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Definition 1.10. If L is a collection of lines, an L-. 

region is a set M such-that: (1) If P and Q are two points 

of M, then one of the segments with P and Q as endpoints 

intersects no line of L, (2) If P is a point of M and Q:is 

a point such that one of the segments with P and Q as end-

points does not intersect a line of L, then Q is a point 

of M. 

Theorem 1.15, Every point not in a line of L is in an 

L-region. 

Proof. Assume that L is a collection of lines and that 

P is a point not in L. Let Rp be a point set such that Q is 

in Rp if Q is P, or if one of the segments with Q and a 

point S of Rp as endpoints does not contain a point of a line 

of L. Then Rp contains P and by definition, Rp is an L-

region. Therefore P is in an L-region. 

Theorem 1.16. No two L-regions intersect. 

Proof. Assume that L is collection of lines, M and N . 

are two L-regions, and that P is a point in both M and N. 

Since M and N are not the same region,, there is a point Q 

of M that is not in N. . Since P and Q are both in M, by. 

definition, one of the segments with P and Q as endpoints 

does not intersect a line of L. Therefore by definition, 

since P is in N, Q is in N. This contradicts the fact that 

M and N are different regions. 

Theorem 1.17. If L consists of one line, then there is 

only one L-regioft. 
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Proof« By axiom 4, there exists a point P not in L. 

Assume that Q is any point not in L and not equal to P. Line 

PQ will intersect L in only one point R. There are two seg-

ments defined with P and Q as endpoints, and R is only in one 

of these. Therefore one of the segments does not intersect 

1, so P and Q are in the same region. 

Theorem 1.18. If L consists of two lines, then there 

are exactly two regions. 

Proof. If lj and are the two lines in L, then they 

intersect in a point. A. Let B be any point of 1̂  besides A. 

There is a third point D on line BC. Since B, C, and D are 

three collinear points, there exists a point E such that BCilDE. 

l2' 

fig. 3--Regions defined by two lines 

Therefore B is in segment DE/C and C is in segment DE/B. 

Since each segment with D and E as endpoints contains a point 

of a line of L, then D and E are in different regions. 

Assume there is a point X that is not in the D-region or 

the E-reSion or in a line of L. There are two segments with 

X and D as endpoints> and each segment intersects & line df.L. 

Let Z be the point of 1^, and Y be the point of 1^. Therefore 
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XD1|ZY. The line XA intersects line BC at E'. XDZY^EJDCB. 

Therefore E»D||CB. Since BC!|DE', E1 is in BC/D. E is also in 

-BC/D. Therefore EE*/D is a subset of BC/D SO there is no 

point of 1| or I2 in EE/D. By definition, E and E' are in 

the same region. The line XE1 intersects lj and l£ in only 

one point A. Therefore there is a segment with X and E' as 

endpoints which does not contain a point of 1̂  or l£. Since 

X and E' are in the same region, then X and E are in the same 

region. This contradicts the assumption, so there are ex-

actly two L-regions. 

Theorem 1.19. If A, B, and C are three non-collinear 

points and L consists of lines AB, AC, and BC; then there are 

exactly four L-regions. 

Proof. By axiom 1, there exists a point D distinct from 

B and C on line BC. Then there exists a point on line AD 

distinct from A and D. Since A, D, and P-̂  are three collinear 

points, there exists a point P2 such that ADI/Pj^* T h e points 

Pj and P£ divide the rest of the line into two segments P^^/A 

and Pj^/D. Since A is in P-j^/D and D is in Pj^/A, each 

segment intersects a line of L. Therefore P-̂  and P2 are in 

different regions. The line P^B intersects line AC at a point 

E. Since B, E, and P̂  are three collinear points, there exists 

a point Pg such that BEHP^P^. By the previous arguement, P̂  

and Pg are in different regions. The line ̂ 2^3 in,Cers®cts 

A 

line AC at Z and line AB at X. BEP3P^XZP3P2 and by axiom 12, 

XZl/PgP2. so the line ̂ 2^3 divided into two segments, 
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P2P3/Z and. P2P3/X. Since X, a point of AB, is in P^/z', and 

Z, a point of AC, is in P2P3/X; P2 and P^ are in different 

regions. The line P-̂ C intersects line AB at F. Since F, C, 

I 2 

z / 

<A 
/ \ F / 

P 7 3 ^ 3 D 

/ V 

Fig. 4--Four regions defined by three lines . 

and P̂  are three collinear points, there is a fourth point 

P^ such that FCIIP̂ P̂ . By arguments similar to the previous 

ones, P^ is not in the same region as P^, P2, or P^. 

Assume there is a point P^ that is not in the same region 

as P^, P2, P3, or P^ and not in a line of' L. The line B?2 

intersects P^P^ at a point G. Let S^, S2, and S3 he the 

points of. intersection of P^P^ with AB, AC, and BC respectively, 

Since P^IIAD and P^AdSgP JS^, then GP^lS^. ::P2 and P5 

are in different regions, so there is a point 1 of BC in one 

segment with P2 and P5 as endpoints, and assume there is a: 

point H of AB in the other. If H is in AC, similar results 

are obtained. Therefore P^^IIIH and P^^lHsGP^S^-^, so 
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GP^i'S^Sj. The line P^A intersects P^P^ at* Since P^P^llCF 

and P^P^CF^OP^SgS^, then OPjj/S^S^. P^ and are in different 

regions, so there is a point Q of AC in one of the segments 

with P^ and P^ as endpoints, and assume there is a point R of 

AB in the other segment. If R is a point of BC, similar 

results are obtained. Therefore since P^P^IlQR and 

- A 
P4 P5Q% 0 P5 S3 S1» t h en OP^IIS^S^. 

P 2 

Fig. 5--No fifth region defined by three lines 

Since P^, P~, and are three col linear points, there 

exists a point N such that P^IIS-^N. This implies that 

P^P^IlNS-p So Sx is in segment P^P^/N. By theorem 1.06, 

since S2SjllGP^ and S^S^/GP^, then either S^P^IIS^^ or 

SiP5"S2Pi. Assume S|P^IIS2P5. By axiom 11, since P^P^IlNS^ 

and P5S1)|P1S2, then P ^ U N S ^ Then PjP^/NS^ so S 2 is in 

P1P5/N. By theorem 1.06, since O P ^ I S ^ and OP^fSgSj, either 

S3PlllSlP5 o r s3P5llslPl* Assume •S^PjMSjP^. Since P^P^I/NS^ 
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and P^S^llP^Sg, then by axiom 11, P^P l̂lNS .̂ Therefore is 

in P-̂ P /̂N. Assume S-jP^IIS^P .̂ Since P̂ P̂ IINŜ  and P^S^IlP^Sg, 

then P-̂ P̂ IINSg* Therefore Sg is in P^P^/N. 

Since S^, S2» and. Sg are in P^P^/N, there is no point of 

a line of L in the other segment with P̂  and P^ as endpoints. 

This means that P̂  and P^ are in the same region which con-

tradicts the assumption. Therefore there are exactly four 

L-regions. 



CHAPTER II 

PROJECTIVE PROPERTIES 

Theorem 2.01. If there are n collinear points, then 

AjA2A2...An and each point of the first set is an A^. Then 

1= [Â  »A2 > A3 , •.. A^j \j ^A-^A^/An \Jk2^f U A3A4/̂ "2 ̂  • *An^]/^n-1^ ' 

and the n segments are disjoint. 

Proof. Assume that A^» A2> and A3 are three collinear 

points. If B is a fourth point on the line, then either 

AJA2I/A3B, A2A3I/A2B, or A^BIIA2A3. If AJA2UA3B, then B is in 

A2A2/A3. If AjB//A2A3, then A2Â IIÂ B and B is in A2A^/A^. If 

Aj^/^B, then A3A-̂ ilA2B and B is in A3A2/A2. By theorem 1.03, 

only one of the three statements is true. Therefore the rest 

of the line is divided into three segments. Then 

1=(Ax ,A2 \J ^2/A3 17^-2^3/^-1 \J A-3A1 /A2^ » 

Assume there are k collinear points such that A^A2A3...A^, 

1= [Â  , A2, A3 , ... A ^ \J ̂ ^2/Aj^\J A2A3/A-ĵ  \J ̂ 3^^/A2 \J • • •AyA-^ZAj^_, 

and the k segments are disjoint. If there are k+1 collinear 

points, let B be one of them and Aj , A2, A^,,..A^ be the other 

k such that AJA2A3.*.A^. B is one of these segments. Assume 

B is in A^A^^/A^i. Then by definition, A^A^^j/A^^B. If 

X. is any point of this segment except B, then A^A^^I/A^^X. 

By theorem 1.06, either A^BlfXA^^ or A^Xl/BA^^. Assume that 

A^BijXA^i. Since AjJBllXÂ ^ and A^A^^l/BA^i, then by axiom 

19 
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11, A-BUXA- Therefore X is in AiB/Ai-1. Assume AiXliBA^+1. 
3- X.** X 

Then BAi+1UAiX> so X is in BA-^/A^ Therefore B divides 

the rest of segment Aj^i-j-l^^i-l into two segments# Then let 

Bi=kl9 B2=A2, B3=?A3 >. •> B-j_=Â , Bi+1=B» Bi+2=Ai+i»• • »
Bk*l=Ak* 

The line is divided into k+1 segments by Bj, 32> Bg,...Bk+1. 

Definition 2.01. Assume there are n coilinear points 

such that {a ,B ,c} are three distinct points of the set, ( d , E , f / 

are three distinct points of the set, and A^A2A2«..An. Let 

A=Aa, B=Ab, C=Ac, D=Ad, E=Ae> and F=Af. The ordered triple 

(A,B,C) has the same sense as the ordered triple (D ,E,F) if 

and only if one of the following is true: 

'* (1) a<b<c,cb<c<a,,or.. c<a<brand: 

d<e<fe<f<d, or f<d<e ' 

or (2) a<c<b, b<a<c, or c<b<a and 

d<f<e, e<d<f, or f<e<d. 

This is denoted by S(DEF)=S(ABC). If they do not meet one of 

the conditions, then S(DEF)?£S(ABC). 

Theorem 2.02. Sense is an equivalence relation. 

Proof. Assume that there are n coilinear points such 

that A1A2A3...An and that the ordered triples (A,B,C), 

(D,E,F), and (G,H,I) are each three distinct points, of the 

set. Assume also that S(ABC)=S(DEF) and S(DEF)=S(GH1). 

If A=A„, B=A. , and C=A . then one of the following is 
D C 

true; a<b<c, b<c<a, c<a-cb, a<c<b, b<ca<c, or c<b<a. Assume 

that a<b<c, then by definition, S(ABC)=S(ABC). The same result 

is obtained if any of the other five conditions are true. 

Therefore sense is reflexive. 
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If DsA^, E=Ae, and F=Af» then there are six order're-

lations on d, e, and f. If one of the order relations from 

(1) in definition 2.01 is true, then one of the relations in 

(1) is true for a, b, and c. It then follows from the def-

inition that S(DEF)=S(ABC). Similar results are achieved if 

one of the order relations in (2) is true. Therefore sense 

is symmetric. 

If G=Ao, H=A^, and I=A^S then there are six order re-

lations on g, h, and i. Assume that one of the relations in 

(1) is true for a, b, and c and d, e, and f since S(ABC)=S(DEF). 

Then since S(DEF)=S(GHI), one of the relations in (1) is true 

for g, h, and i. Therefore by definition, S(ABC)=S(GHI). The 

same result is achieved if one of the relations in (2) is true 

for a, b, and c. Therefore sense is transitive. 

Theorem 2.03. S(ABC)=S(BCA)=S(CAB)^S(ACB). 

Proof. There is a set of n collinear points to which A, 

B, and C belong such that A^A2Ag..^A^. One Of the six order 

relations is true for a, b, and c, such that A=Aa, B=A^, and 

C=Ac. Assume that a<b<c. It follows from the definition 

that S(ABC)=S(BCA)=S(CAB). However, S(ABC)^S(ACB). Assuming 

each of the five other cases, similar results are obtained 

directly from the definition. 

Definition 2.02. If A, B, and C are points of 1, then 

the sense class S(ABC) is the set of all ordered triples 

(D,E,F) of 1 such that S(DEF)=S(ABC). 

Theorem 2.04. There are exactly two sense classes in a 

line with A, B, and G as distinct points, S(ABC) andS(ACB). 
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Proof. From theorem 2,03, S(ABC)^S(ACB). Therefore 

there are at least two sense classes. Let (D,E,F) be three 

distinct points on the line. There are n collinear points 

that contain A, B, C» D, E, and F, such that A^, A£> Ag,...An 

divide the rest, of the line into n segments. Let A=Aa, B=A^, 

C=Ac, DsA^, E=Ag, and F=A^. Assume that one of the relations 

in (1) of definition 2.01 is true for a, b, and c. If one 

of the relations in (1) is true for d, e, and f, then 

S(DEF)=S(ABC). If one of the relations in((30 is true for d, 

e, and f, then S(DEF)?=S(ABC). However the inequality for a, 

b, and c puts the ordered triple (A,C,B) in (2). Therefore 

S(DEF)=S(ACB). Similar results are obtained if one of the 

relations of (2) is true for a, b, and c. 

Theorem 2.05. ABllCD if and only if S(ABC)^S(ABD). 

Proof. Assume that ABIjCD. If X is a point on line AB, 

then either' AXCBD, ACXBD, ACBXD, or ACBDX. If AXCBD, then 

ACJIXD. so X is in AC/D. If ACXBD, then CBIIAX, so X̂  is in 

BC/A. If ACBXD, then CXIIBD, so X is in BD/C. If ACBDX, then 

ADHBX, so X is in DA/B. Therefore let A, B, C, and D be four 

points such that A^=A, A2=C, A3=B, and A^=D. Therefore by 

definition S(A3C)^S(ABD). 

Assume that S(ABC)j£s(ABD). Assume that A=A^, B=Ab» C=Ac> 

and D=A(j. Assume also that these four points are arranged so 

that A-p A2> A^» and A^ divide" the line into four segments. 

Assume that a<b<c. Since S(ABD)^S(ABC), then a<cd<b, or b<a<d, 

or d<b<a. Therefore acd<b<c. So A^=Aj A2=D, A^B, and A^=C. 
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Therefore the line is divided into four segments AD/C, DB/A, 

BC/D, and CA/B. Since A, B, C, and D are four collinear 

points, either ABflCD, ACIIBD, or ADIIBC. Assume that ACIIBD. 

Assume that X is in AD/C. Therefore ADllGX. Since AC//BD and 

AD1ICX, then AC1IBX. Therefore X is in CA/B which contradicts 

the hypothesis. Assume that ADIIBC. Let Y be a point of CA/B. 

Therefore CAIIBY. Since CBllDA and CAIIBY, then CBtlDY. There-

fore Y is in BC/D which contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore 

ABIICD. 

Axiom 13. If XY/C is a subset of the interval AB/C, 

l'=l- {c\, und S2 are mutually exclusive subsets of XY/C, 

no point of Ŝ  is between two points of S£ in 1', no point 

of S^ is between two points of in 1', and every point of 

XY/C is in or S2; then there is a point 0 of XY/C such 

that if A^ is a point of Ŝ  different from 0, and B̂  is a 

point of S2 different from 0; then 0 is between A^ and B^ 

in 1'. 

Definition 2.03. If f is a function such that f(A)=A', 

f(B)=B'j f (C)=CI,...; then f is a ordered mapping if A'B'j/C'D' 

whenever ABI/CD. If f maps points of a line onto points of the 

same line, then it is direct if S(ABC)=S.'(A' B1 C* ) or opposite 

if SCABC^SCA'B'C ). If f(P)=P, then P is a double point. ' 

Theorem 2.06. If'1* = 1- {c} and f is an ordered mapping 

on AB/C onto an interior interval A'Bs/C, then A'B'/C con-

tains a double point M such that there is no double point 

between A and M in 1•. 
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Proof. If f(A)=A, then A is M. If f(B)=B and every 

other point X has the property that S(XX,C)=S(ABC), then B 

is M. Assume that these two cases are not true. Let be 

the set of points ? such that for every point H such that 

S(HPC)=S(ABC), then S(HH*C)=S(ABC). Let S2 be the set of 

points Q such that for at least one point K such that K=K' 

or S(K'KC)=S(ABC) then S(KQC)=S(A3C). Assume that X is in 

AB/C and X1 is in A'B'/C. Therefore S(ABC)=S(AXB) and 

S(A'B'C)=S(A'X'B'). Assume that the mapping-is direct.. 

Then S(AXB)=S(A'X'B«). Therefore S(ABC)=S(A'B'C) by theorem 

2.02. Since ABIICA' and ABIICB', either AA' I IBB' orAB'/IA'B. 

If AA'l/BB', then by theorem 1.07, AB'A'BC. Then S(ABC)^S(A'B'G), 

which is a contradiction. Therefore AB'IIA'B and by theorem 

1.07, AA'B'BC. If X is in AA'/C, then AXA'B'BC. Therefore 

X is not in A'B'/C. Since X' is in A'B'/C, then AXA'X'B'BC. 

S(X'A'C)=S(ABC) and S(XX'C)=S(ABC). Therefore A» is in Sl. 

If the mapping is opposite, there is a point in Ŝ  by a similar 

argument. 

If the mapping is direct, then there is a point K in B'B/C, 

K' is in A'B'/G. Therefore S(K'KC)=S(ABC). Then there is a 

point Q in KB/C such that S(KQB)=S(ABC). So Q is in S2. If 

the mapping is opposite, there is a point Q in also. 

If P is in and Q is in S2» then S(PQC)=S(ABC). There-

fore by axiom 13, there is a point M such that if S(PMC)=S(A3C), 

then P is in S1; and if S(MQC)=S(ABC), Q is in S2. If H is 

a point of AB/C such that S(HMC)=S(ABC), then S(HH«C)=S(ABC). 

Therefore there is no double point between A and M in 1'. 
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Assume the mapping is direct and M is not a double point. 

Assume S(M'MC)=S(ABC). From this fact and previous work in 

this theorem, AA'M'MB'BC. S(M,MB)=S(M,,M,B' )=S(ABC). Therefore 

S(M"M'C)=S(ABC) which contradicts S^. Assume S(MM'C)=S(ABC). 

Therefore AA'MM'B'BC. If H is a point such that S(HMC)=S(ABC), 

then S(HMA)=S(H'M'A« ). Also S(HH'C.)=S(ABC). Therefore M' 

is in S1# which is a contradiction. Therefore M is a double 

point. 

If a mapping is opposite, then M is a double point by a 

similar method. Assume that Q is in S£. Then S(AMQ)=S(ABC)1. 

Therefore S(AMQ)^S(A'MQ'). Therefore S(AMQ)=S(A'Q'M). Then 

Q' is in S^.so Q is not Qf. So if the mapping is opposite, 

M is the only double point in SH/C. 

Theorem 2.0?. Every opposite: .mapping has exactly two 

double points. 

Proof. Let f be an opposite mapping that maps AB/C onto 

A'B'/C. Prom the proof of theorem 2.06, M is the only double 

point in AB/C. Then AB/M is interior to A'B'/M and the 

inverse mapping, f', maps A'B'/M onto AB/M, Then there is 

only one double point of the inverse mapping in A'B'/M. If 

N is a double point of the inverse mapping,cthen f'(N)=N. 

Since f is a reversible function, f(N)=N. Therefore N is a 

double point of f. 

Theorem 2.08. If 1 is a line, A and B are points of 1, 

f is a function which maps A onto A, B onto B, and every other 

point of 1 onto its harmonic conjugate with respect to A and Bj 

then P is an opposite mapping. . 
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Proof. By axiom 12, a perspectivity or any product of 

perspectivities is an ordered mapping. If C is a point of 

AB other'than A and'B, then 
I B K . 

ABC^AKJ^AIL^ABD 

is a sequence of perspectivities which map A onto A, B onto B, 

Fig. 6—Harmonic mapping 

and C onto its harmonic conjugate D. Since H(AB,CD), then 

AB/ICD. Then by theorem 2.06, S(ABG)^S(ABD). Therefore the 

mapping is opposite by'definition. 

Theorem 2.09. If f is a function, I is a line, A and B 

are points of 1, f maps A onto A, B onto B, and every other 

point of 1 onto its harmonic conjugate with respect to A and 

B, H(AB,CD), and H(AB,C'D1); then C and D do not separate C' 

and D1. 

Proof. Since the mapping is opposite, by theorem 2.08, 

S(CDC)^S(DCD'). Therefore S(CDC')=S(CDD*). By theorem 

2.06, C and D do not separate C' and D'. 

Theorem 2.10. If two pairs of points on a line do not 

separate each other, there is at least one pair of points 

which are harmonic conjugates with respect to each of the 

given pairs. 
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There is a rigorous proof of this theorem on page 36 of 

Thomas F. Holgate's work entitled Projective Pure Geometry. 
\ 

The results of this theorem will be used in the further devel-

opment . 

Definition 2.04. A projectivity is a mapping f such that 

the domain is line 1^, and the range is line l£ such that if 

jA,B,C,D] are four points of 1̂  and H(AB,CD), then 

H(f(A)f(B),f(C)f(D)). This is denoted by 

ABCDxf(A)f(B)f(C)f(Q). 

Lemma 2.01. If H(ab,cd) is a harmonic pencil of lines, 

1 does not contain the center, and 1 intersects a, b, c, and 

d at A, B, C, and D respectively; then H(AB,CD). 

Proof. Let L be any point of line OB not,equal to 0 or 

B. AL intersects OC at K. BK intersects OA at J. JL inter-

sects AB at D1. Since a, b, and c are distinct lines with a 

common point 0, no two of J, K, and L are collinear. Let 1=AB, 

0 

a// / 
c/b 

/ 1 ' c/ B \D 

Fig. 7—Harmonic lines 
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m=AL, n=JB, and k=JL. Therefore there are four lines m,. n, k, 

and 1 such that the line containing the intersection of 1 ana 

ia and the intersection of n and k and the line containing the 

intersection of n and! 1 and the intersection of m and k 

intersect at 0. Then K is the intersection of m and n, and 

D1 is the intersection of 1 and k. Line OK is b and OD1 is 

e. Therefore H(ab,ce). However, the harmonic of c with 

respect to a and b is unique. Therefore d=e. Since D1 is on 

d and 1, then D'=D. Therefore H(AB,CD).since there are four 

points K, L, 0, and J such that KL and OJ intersect at A,. 

JK and OL intersect at B, OK intersects AB at C, and OL inter-

sects AB at D. 

Therefore, dually, if H(AB,CD), OA is a, OB is b, OC is 

c, OD is d, and 0 is not AB; then H(ab,cd). 

Theorem 2.11. If H(AB,CD) and ABCE^A'B'C'D', then 

HCA'B1,C'D'). 

Proof. Since ABCEtA'B'C'D1, there is a point 0 such that 

AA'-, BB', CG', and DD1 intersect at 0. Since H(AB,CD)» then 

A C B D 

Fig. 8—Harmonic points perspective to harmonic points 
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H(ab,cd). Since line A'B1 intersects the pencil of harmonic 

lines and does not contain 0, then K(A'B',C' D* ) • 

By theorem 2.11^and the definition of a projectivity, a 

perspectivity is a projectivity. Also every product of per-

spectivities is a projectivity. 

Theorem 2.12. If A, B, C, and D are four collinear 

points, then ABCD^BADC. 

Proof. By axiom 4, there is a point D' not on line AB. 

There is a third point 0 on line DD1. Line OA intersects 

BD' at A', and OC intersects BD' at C'. Line D'C intersects 

OA at C". 

ABCD=A' BG» D=Af AOC'S'BADC. 
A A A 

Therefore ABCD-BADC. 
A 

Fig. 9--Collinear points projective to each other 

Theorem 2.13. If H(A3,CD), then H(CD,AB). 

Proof. By theorem 2.12,and theorem 1.02, 

ABCDXBADCXDCBARCDAB. 

Therefore H(AB,CD) implies that H(CD,A3). 
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Theorem 2.14. livery projectivity is an ordered mapping. 

Proof. Assume that ABGD^A'B® C'D*, ABj/CD, and A1 and B» 

do not separate C1 and D1. By theorem 2.11, there are points 

M' and N' such that H(A'B'jM'N') and H(C«D"jM'H*). M« and N» 

correspond to points M and N such that H(AB,MN) and H(CD,MN), 

Therefore' A and B do not separate C and D. However, this 

contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore A'B'iJG'D' and the pro-

jectivity is an ordered mapping. 

Theorem. 2.15. A projectivity which has more than two 

double points is the identity. 

Proof. Assume there i§ a projectivity which is not the 

identity. Therefore for some point P, ABCP-ABCP', and P is 

not P1. Assume that AB//CP. Since every projectivity is an 

ordered mapping, ABUCP'. Assume that P* lies between P and B 

in AB/C. Since the projectivity maps the interval PB/C to the 

interior interval P'B/C, there is a double point M such that 

there is no double point between P and M in PB7C.• Since the 

inverse projectivity relates P'A/C to PA/C, there is a double 

point N such that there is no double point between P1 and N 

in P'A/C. Therefore there is no double point in MN/C. The 

harmonic conjugate of C with respect' to M and N is in MN/C, 

H(MN,CD). DXD'. Therefore H(MN,CD'). Therefore since the 

harmonic conjugate of C with respect to M and N is unique. 

D=D'. So D is a double point, which is a contradiction. 

Therefore P=P' and the projectivity is the identity. 

Theorem 2.16. If'1^ is a line, ̂  is a line, {A,B,c} are 

points of lj, and {A1 ,B* ,0'}., are points of l't then there 
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exists one and only one projectivity P on lj onto 1 such 

that P (A )=A ' , K B ^ B 1 , and P(C)=C«, 

Proof, Assume the projectivity is on two lines and 

ABC^A'B'C'. Let C" be any point on A3' and 0^ be the inter-

section of line B'B and CC". Let be the intersection of 

Fig. 10—Unique projectivity between three points 
of a line and three points of another line 

lines AA' and C"C'. Then 

ABC?:1 A31 Ci,=2A' B*C , 
A A 

If the projectivity maps points on one"line onto points on 

the same line, then there is a perspectivity mapping the 

points to points on another line, and the procedure is the 

same as before. Denote this product of perspectivities as 0, 

and let any projectivity such that ABC^A'B'C* be ©,. Since 
-1 -l 

A©0 =A'0 =A and the same is true for B and C, the projec-
• * 1 

tivity ©0 has three double points. Therefore it is the 

identity and ©=0, So the projectivity is unique, 

Froirj the proof of this theorem, any projectivity can be 

constructed as the product of two or three perspectivities. 
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Theorem 2.17. If a projectivity between the points of 

two distinct lines has a double point, it is a perspectivity. 

Proof. ABC-AB'C'. By theorem 2.16, there is only one 

projectivity such that ABC-A3* C'. Line BB1 and CC' intersect 
0 

in a point 0. Therefore ABC-AB'C. 

Definition 1.05. A projectivity in one line is elliptic 

if it does not have a double point, parabolic if it has one 

double point, and hyperbolic if it has two double points. 

Theorem 2.18. Every opposite projectivity is hyperbolic. 

. Proof. Since a projectivity is a mapping and by theorem 

2.07, every opposite mapping has two double points, then every 

opposite projectivity has two double points. 

Theorem 2.19. A hyperbolic projectivity is opposite if 

the double points separate a pair of corresponding points or 

direct if they do not separate a pair of corresponding points. 

Proof. Let M and N be the two double points and A and 

A' be a pair of corresponding points. Assume that MNttAA1. 

Therefore S(MNA)^S(MNAI). Therefore it is an opposite projec-

tivity. Assume that.H and N do not separate A and A'. 

Therefore S(MNA)=S(MNA'). and it is a direct projectivity. 

Definition 1.06. An involution is a projectivity which 

is not the identity and is its own inverse. 

Theorem 2.20. Any projectivity in which AA'^A'A .is an 

involution. 

Proof. The projectivity is not the identity because A 

is not A'. Assume that X is a point on the line and X^X'. 
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By theorem 2.16, there is only one projectivity such that 

AA'X-A'AX'. Since X" is a point of the line, AA'XX'^A'AX'X . 

by theorem 2.12. Therefore since X'-X, the projectivity is 

an involution. 

Theorem 2.21. If I, J, K, and L are four points, no 

three of which are collinear, 1 is a line that does not 

contain any of the four points, IJ and ICL intersect 1 at A 

and A' respectively, JK and.IL intersect L at B and B' respec-

tively, and IK and JL intersect 1 at C and C' respectively; 

then A and A1, B and B', and C and G* are three pairs of an 

involution. 

Proof. Lines IJ and ICL intersect at a point 0. Therefore 
J 1 

AA'BC'-OA'KL^AA'CB'. 

By theorem 2.12, AA'CB'xA'AB'C. Therefore AA'BC'^A'AB'C. lines 

JB and IB' intersect at a point 0'. Therefore 

ACBB'JjKBolc'A'BB1. 

ACBB'^C'A'BB', and by theorem 2.12, ACBB'^A'C'B'B. Therefore 

A^A', A'^A, BxB', B'^B, C^C', and Cf^C. This projectivity is 

its own inverse. 

Fig. 11—Complete quadrangle defining 
three pairs of an involution 

J 
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Assume that A=A" and 3=B'. Therefore by the definition 

of harmonic conjugates, HCABJCC')* SO C ^ C . Therefore the 

projectivity is not the identity. Therefore A and A', B and 

B'J and G and C' are three pairs of an involution. 

Theorem 2.22. If an involution has one double point, it 

has another. 

Proof. Let A and A' be any pair of an involution in 

which M is a double point. There is a unique point N such 

that H(AA*,MN). H(A'A,MN) is also true. Therefore 

AA'MN^A,AMN. So N is another double point. 

r 



CHAPTER III 

CONGRUENCE PROPERTIES 

To illustrate elliptic geometry, Felix Klein developed 

a hemispheric model.. Consider a sphere with any great circle 

arc. Every point of one hemisphere defined by this arc maps 

to its diametrically opposite point in the other hemisphere. 

On the great circle arc, one point of the circle and the 

points of one of the semicircles defined by this point and 

its diametrically opposite point map to their diametrically 

opposite points. Therefore a line is closed and finite. On 

a sphere any two points determine a great circle, but dia-

metrically opposite points determine an infinite number of 

great circles. However, in the model, diametrically opposite 

points of the sphere are one point. Therefore any two points 

determine exactly one line. Since any two great circles inter-

sect in diametrically opposite points, any two lines intersect 

in exactly one point. 

Definition 3.01. If 1 is a line, S is a sense class of 

1, and X and Y are two points of 1; then XYlS] is the segment 

of 1 having X and Y as endpoints such that if Z is in the 

segment, then (X,Z,Y) is in S. 

Axiom 14. If XY/Z is a segment, 1 is a line, {A,B,C} are 

points of 1, S is the sense class S(ABC), and D is a point of 1; 

35 
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then there is only one point P such that DPTS] is congruent 

to XY/Z. This is denoted by DP[SJ ̂ XY/Z. 

Axiom 15.. If AB/C=DH/F and DE/FSGH/I, then AB/C^GH/I. 

Axiom 16. If £A,B,C"\ are three collinear points, 

(A* ,B' ,C'} are three collinear points, S is the sense class 

S(ABC), S1 is the sense class SCA'B'C' ), AB [Si =A*B1 [S1] , and 

BC [ S] =B1C' [S'3 , then ACfS} ̂ A'C'IS'J . 

Theorem 3.01. If AB/C*D£/F, then DE/F^AB/C. 

Proof. Let S be the sense class S(ABC), S' be the sense 

class S(ACB), be the sense class S(DEF), and S-̂ 1 be the 

sense class S(DFE). There |.s a point A' such that DE/F=BA'IS'J • 

Since AB/GS'DS/F and DE/F=BA« [S1] , then AB/C=BA!I S'J by axiom 

15. Assume that A is not A'. Then either S(A'AB)=S(ABC) or 

S(A'AB)^S(ABC). Assume that S(A'AB)=S(ABC). There is a point 

Y such that A1 A[S]=DY[S1'] . DYjSj f\ =YD[S1] . Therefore 

AA1 [Sj =YD[SjJ . AB/C=AB[S] , and DE/F=DE[SJ] . Therefore by 

axiom 16, A'Bf^YE [Ŝ .. Since DE [Sj ~A' B [S] and A'B[S£=YE[S^ , 

then by axiom 15, DE[Ŝ J =Y£ [S^ . Since AB[Sj=DE[S^] and 

DEfS-j] =YE [Sj , then A3[S]=YE[S}j . By axiom 14, there is only 

one point W such that: AB[S]SEW[S «J . EWfSj'] =WE[Sj . There-

fore W=Y, and W=D, so D=Y. This contradicts the fact that 

YD[Sj] is a segment. 

Assume that S(A'AB)^S(ABC). Therefore S(AA*B)=S(ABC). 

Then there is a point Z such that AA'[ SJ'=AZ/"S'J . AZfS'J =ZAfSj . 

Then the proof is similar to the above argumentand a con-

tradiction is reached.' Therefore A=A'. So DE/F=AB/C. 
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Theorem 3.02. If AB/C is any segment, then AB/C=AB/C. 

Proof. . Let S be the sense class S(ABC). Then there is 

a point X sucft that CXIS]=AB/C. By theorem 3.01, AB/CSCXlS]. « 

Since AB/C=CX [S} and CX[S]=AB/C, then by axiom 15, AB/C^AB/C. 

Definition 3.02. A segment AB/C is less than a segment 

DE/F if there is a point X in DE/F such that AB/C=DX/F. 

Definition 3.03. A segment AB/C is greater than a seg-

ment DS/F means that DE/F is less than AB/C. 

Theorem 3.03. If X is a point of AB/C and AB/C=DE/F, 

then there exists a point Y such that Y is in DE/F and AX/C=DY/F 

and X B / C = Y E / F . 

Proof. If X is a point of AB/C, 1 is the line containing 

[ D , E , F\, S is the sense class S ( D E F ) ; then there exists only 

one point X-̂  such that AX/CSDX-JJ S] by axiom 1 4 . Since XB /C 

is a segment, 1 is a line, S is the S C . E class S ( D E F ) , and 

X^ is a point of 1, then there exists a point X2 such that 

XB/CSX1X2fS] by axiom 14. Since AX/C^DX^S] and XB/C^XjX^S], 

then AB/C^DX2IS] by axiom 16. DE/F is a segment DE{S]. AB/C 

is a segment, 1 is a line, D is on 1 , and S= S ( A B C ); then 

there is only one point W such that AB/C=DWTSJ. Therefore E 

is W, is W, and X2 E. Therefore let X-̂  be Y. Then 

AX/C=DY/F and XB/C^YE/F. 

Theorem 3.04. If AB/C^DE/F and DE/F<GH/l, then AB/C<CH/l. 

Proof. Since DE/F<GH/l, then by definition 3.03, there 

is a point X in GH/I such that D£/F£GX/l. Since AB/C^DE/F 

and DE/F=GX/I, then by axiom 15, AB/C=GX/l. Since there is 
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a point X in GH/l such that AB/C=GX/l, then by definition • 

3.02, AB/C<GH/l. ' . 

• Theorem 3.0$. If AB/C is not congruent to DE/F, then. 

AB/C<DE/F or AB/ODE/F, 

Proof. AB/G is a segment, 1 is the line containing 

(D,E,?1, and S is the sense class S(DEF), then there is only 

one point P such that DP[S]=AE/C. 

Assume that P is E. DPISJ is DE[S]. If X is in DE LSJ , 

then S(DXE)=S(DEF). Then S(DEX)^S(DEF). Therefore DEJ/XF. 

Therefore DP IS) is DE/F. Then AB/C=DELSj, which contradicts 

the hypothesis. 

Assume that P is not E. Since D, E, and P are three 

points, either S(DEP)=S(DEF) or S(DEP)?£S(DEF). Assume that 

S(DEP)=S(DEF). Therefore E is in DP[S]. Since E is in 

DPTS] and A3/C=DPtS], then there exists a point Y in AB/C 

such that AY/C=D£[S] and YB/C=EP[S] by theorem 3.04. Since 

Y is in AB/C and D£[S] is congruent to AB/C, then by defi-

nition 3.02, DECS] <AB/C. By definition 3.03, AB/C>DEfS] . 

DEtS) is DE/F. Therefore AB/ODE/F. 

• Assume that S(DEP)^S(DEF). Therefore S(DPE)=S(DEF). 

Then P is a point of DEfSj. Since P is a point of DEfSj and 

AB/C=DP[S], then by definition, AB/C<DE/F. 

Theorem 3.06. If AB/C<DE/F and DE/F<GH/I, then AB/C<GH/I.r 

Proof. Since AB/C<DE/F, then by definition 3.02, there 

is a point X in DE/F such that AB/C=DX/F. Since DE/F<£GH/I, 

there is a point Y in GH/I such that DE/F=GY/I. Since X is 
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in DE/F, there is a point P in GY/I such that DX/F^GP/I by 

theorem 3.03. Since AB/CSDX/F and DX/F<C-P/I, then AB/CXGP/I. 

There is a point Z in GP/I such that AB/C=GZ/I. Since Z is 

in GH/I, then AB/C<GH/I." . , 

Theorem 3,07. If .AB/G and DE/F are segments, then one 

and only one of the following is true; either AB/C=DE/F, 

AB/C<DE/F, or AB/ODE/F. 

Proof. If AB/C and DS/F are segments, then AB/C=DE/F 

or AB/C is not congruent to DE/F. If they are not congruent, 

then either AB/C<DE/F or AB/ODE/F by theorem 3.05. Therefore 

at least one of the statements is true. 

Assume that AB/C=DE/F and AB/C<DE/F. Then there is a 

point X in DE/F such that AB/C&DX/F. Since AB/C is a segment, 

I is a line containing {D,S,F*| , and S is the sense class S(DEF); 

then there is only one point W such that AB/C=DWls3. Segment 

DE/F is DE[S]. Therefore W .is E.» DE/F is DXfS] and 

AB/C=DX[S], Therefore X is E. This contradicts the fact that 

X is in DE/F. 

Assume that AB/C=DE/F and AB/ODE/F. Therefore DE/FSAB/C 

by theorem 3.01, and DE/F<AB/C by definition 3.04. Therefore 

by the previous argument, both conditions cannot be true. 

Assume that AB/ODE/F and AB/C<DE/F. Since AB/C<DE/F, 

then there is a point X in DE/F such that AB/C=DX/F by defi-

nition 3,02. DE/BVAB/C by definition 3.03. Then there is a 

point Y in AB/C such that AY/C^DE/F. Since AB/C is a segment, 

1 is a line containing (D,E,F), S is the sense class S ( D E F ) ; 
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then there is only one point W such that AB/C^DW[S]. Since 

AB/CKDE/F, then W is in DE/F. If X is in DE/F and AY/C=DE/F, 

then there is a point K in AY/C such that DX/F=AK/C. Since 

AB/C^AK/C and K is in AB/C, by definition 3.02, AK/C<!AB/C. 

This has already been proved false. 

Theorem 3.08. If AB/C is a segment, and XY/Z is a seg-

ment; then there is an integer n such that AB/C is a subset 

of the union of n segments that are congruent to XY/Z. 

Proof. Let S be the sense class S(ABC). By axiom 14, 

there is a point Ĉ  such that ACj[Sj= XY/Z. There is a point 

C2 such that 0^2IS) =XY/Z. Assume that there is no integer 

n such that 

\aCJLs] 1/ 0,^2Lsl ̂ c2c3Cs] ̂ ...cn_1cn[sj] U {A#c1,c2,c3,...cn] 

contains AB/C. 

Let Ŝ  be the set of all points Q of AB/C such that for 

some integer n, 

(ac^s] U CJC2[s] UC2c3[s] l/...cn-1cnfsj] u{a.,c1,c2,c3,...ci^ 

contains AQ(S] . 

Let be the set of all points R such that for no 

integer n does 

|aC^ [ s] \J Cx C2 [S] \J C2C2 fsj U... \j A, Ĉ  , C2, C^ > • • • Ĉ j-

contain AR[S). 

Ŝ  is not the empty set because Ĉ  is in Ŝ  for n=2. Let 

S' be the sense class. S(ACB). There is a segment BXfS'J such 

that BX (S'J ̂ XY/Z. Let W be a point of BX[S1) * By definition 

3.02, BW[S'J is less than BXfS'J because there is a point W 
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in BX[S'J such that BW [S'J SBW [S'3 . Therefore BW[S'] is less 

than XY/Z by theorem 3.03. There is a point Q such that 

WQ [S] =XY/'Z. Therefore BW[ S'} ̂  WO [S] . BW fS 'J =WB fS] . Therefore 

there is a point T such that T is in WQIS] and WBIS] =WT£S] . 

Then by axiom 14, B is T. Therefore B is in WQ[Sj . Assume 

W is in . Then there is an integer k such that 

[ A C X [ S J V C J C ^ S ] U C 2 C 3 [S3 1 7 . . . G I C - 1 C K C S J } \J |A s c l s c 2 , c 3 , . . . c k ] 

contains AW[S] . Then AB/C would be contained in k-s-1 segments 

congruent to XY/Z. Therefore W is in 

Let line AB=1 and l* = l-(c]. and S2 contain all the 

points of segment AB/C and clearly there are no points of 

between two points of S2 in I
1, and no points of S2 are 

between two points of in 1'. Therefore by axiom 13, there 

is a point M such that if P- is in and Q is in 'S2» then M 

is between P and Q in 1^. Then by an argument similar to the 

one above with B, there is a point in S2 that is in the union 

of n segments congruent to XY/Z and their endpoints. This 

contradicts the fact that AB/C is not the union of n segments 

congruent to XY/Z and their endpoints. There is a segment 

congruent to XY/Z containing each of the endpoints. There-

fore AB/C is a subset of the union of a finite number of 

segments congruent to XY/Z. 

Theorem 3.09. If 1 is a line, and XY/Z is any segment; 

then there is an integer n such that 1 is the union of n seg-

ments congruent to XY/Z. 

Proof. There are at least three points A, B, and C of 

1 by axiom 1. Then there is a fourth point D such that AB)ICD 
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by axiom 7. Then 1 is $A,b] \J AB/C l/AB/D by theorem 2.01. 'By 

theorem 3.03, there are k segments congruent to XY/Z such that 

AB/C is a subset of the union of these k segments. There 

are m segments congruent to XY/Z such that AB/D is a subset 

of the union of,these m segments. There is a segment congru-

ent to XY/Z that contains A and one that contains B. There-

fore 1 is a subset of the union of these k4m+2 segments.• 

Theorem. 3.10. If A, B, and C are three collinear points, 

then there is a point x such that S(AXB)=S(ABC) and AXCs]=XBCsJ . 

Proof. Assume there is no point X in AB/C such that 

AX/C^XB/C. Let be the set of all points X in AB/C such 

that AX/C<X3/C. Let be the set of all points Y in AB/C 

such that AY/OYB/C. Assume Z is a point of AB/C, then either 

AZ/C=ZB/C, AZ/C<ZB/C„ or AZ/OZB/G. Since AZ/C is not congru-

ent to AB/C, then Z is in S-̂  or S£ and by theorem 3.07, only 

one is true; Therefore S^ and S£ are mutually exclusive. 

Assume that X, a point of , is between two points of 

S£ in l'=l - lc]. Therefore one of the points is in AX/C and 

one is in XB/C. Let Y be the point of S£ that is in AX/B. 

AX/C<XB/C since X is in Sj, . AY/OYB/C since Y is in $2. 

Since Y is in AX/C and AY/C=Ay/C, then AY/C<AX/C by definition 

3.02. Since X is in YB/C, and XB/C^XB/C, then XB/C<Y3/C. 

since YB/C<AY/C and AY/C<AX/C, then YB/C<AX/C. Since YB/C<AX/C 

and AX/C<XB/C, then YB/C<XB/C. This contradicts the fact that 

XB/C<YB/C. Similarly no point of S£ is between two points of 

S^. Then there is by axiom 13, a point M such that if X is 

in S| and Y is in S2I then M is between X and Y in 1'. 
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Assume that M is in • Then there is a point M1 such 

that AM/CsBM1 [S1] . This means that AMTS] =M* B IS) . M is not 

M1. There is a point X between M and M' in 1'. Either 

MX[S~] =XM' lS"\ s MXlS^XM'iS) , or MX[S]>XM' CS] . Assume that 

MX[S] =XM' [ S1. Since AM[S]^-BM« [S«] and MXlSj^M'XfS1] , then 

AXISJ^BXTS1] • Then AX[S] =XBIS] . This contradicts the as-

sumption. 

Assume that KK[S] S] . Then there is a point Y in 

M'XZS'J such that MX[S]=MfY(S»] . Since AM[S] =BM' IS»] and 

MX[S] =M'YfS1] , then AX[Sj =BY[S«J . Since Y is between M« and 

X in 1', then Y is between X and B in 1'. Therefore Y is in 

XB/C. Since Y is in XB/C, and YB/C^YB/C, then YB/C<XB/C. 

AXfS] =YBlSj and YB(SkXB/C9 therefore AXIS] ̂ XB/C. Therefore 

X is in S^. However, M is not between M', a point of S2> and 

X, a point of S^. This contradicts the assumption. A contra-

diction is also reached if MXfSj ?X.M' tSl. Similar results are 

obtained if M is in S2* Therefore there is a point Q in AB/C 

such that AQ/C=QB/C. 

Theorem 3.11. If A, B, and C are points of 1, S is the 

sense class S(ABC), and S" is the sense class S(ACB); then 

there is a point M such that AMfSj =AM/"S'J . 

Proof. Line 1= ̂ AC/B U AB/C UBC/A] U (A, B, C]. Either 

AB/C^AC/B, AB/C<AC/B, or AB/OAC/B. If AB/C=AC/B, then there 

is a point M in BG/A such that BM/A£KC/A. AB/C=AB[Sj and 

AC/ B=AC [S'] . 3M/A=BM [S] . CM/A=CMCS'J. Therefore by axiom 

16, AM[S) SrAM[S'J . 
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If AB/C<AC/B, then there is a point B' such that 

A3' [ S'l =AB/C. Then AB1 [S0 <AC/B by theorem 3.03. Then there 

is a point K in AC/B' such that AB'[S'] =AR/B. AC/B=AC[S!] • 

AR/B=ARtS«) . -"Therefore R=B' I .Then C is not in ARTS1] or in 

AB/C. Therefore there is segment BB'/A and from previous 

work there is an M such that AM[S] =AMfS' J. 

If AB/OAC/B, then AC/B<AB/C and the proof is the same 

as above. 

Axiom 17. If 1 is a line, S and S' are the two sense 

classes of 1, in is a line, and 1 are the two sense classes 

of m, P and Q are points of 1, Ps and Q* a~e points of m, and 

PQ [S] =P* Q' [ S-̂J ; then PQfS'J ̂ P'Q' [S]L»] . 

Definition 3.04. If P and Q are points of 1 and S and 

S" are the two sense classes of 1, then PQfS] and PQfS'J are 

called supplementary segments. 

Definition 3.05. If 1 and m are two lines, and there 

are two supplementary segments of 1 congruent' to two supple-

mentary segments of m, then l=m. 

Theorem 3.12. If 1 is a line and m is a line, then l=m. 

Proof. Let P and Q be two points of 1, S and S' be two 

sense classes of 1, P" be a point of m, and S-̂  and S-̂ 1 be the 

two sense classes of m. Then by axiom 1 4 , there is a point 

Q« of m such that PQ[S] =P«Q» [sjj . By axiom 1 7 , PQfS'J £P«Q« [ s ^ ] . 

Therefore by definition 3.05, l=m. 

If an arbitrary segment XY/Z is chosen as the unit of 

length, then 1 and m arc the same length by applying theorem 

3.12. This is a finite length by theorem 3.09. 
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